WHEN THE HEALTH OF YOUR CUSTOMERS AND YOUR BUSINESS CAN’T BE COMPROMISED
Safi is designed to combat the spread of life-threatening viruses such as COVID-19 in large areas. Pratt Miller Mobility’s disinfecting robot works alongside your cleaning crews and customers, allowing businesses and the world to keep moving forward.

**FEATURES**
- Fully Electric (rechargeable), with 5-10 hours run time dependent on load
- Autonomous operation, after initial set up.
- Safe route/no bump operation
- Indoor version currently available
- Electrostatic disinfectant dispersal system, w/3 ES sprayers (36” wide dispersal area, one side)
- Other configurations possible to meet application needs
- Cost effective for disinfecting and decontaminating large areas
- Utilizes FDA safe disinfecting materials.

**LARGE AREAS:**
- Airports
- Resorts, convention centers, trade shows
- Big box retailers
- Stadiums
- Shopping centers
- Parks (public and private)
- Casinos & cruise ships
- Other large areas (transportation hubs, marinas, factories, etc…)